CHAPTER XLVIL
1 HE GOO said :—Hear   me    describe   the  process  of
worshipping the god Shalagram,   whoses  image is  decked
with the circular marks known as ckakras, and the rites and
ceremonies, essential to the worship of other manifestations of
Vishnu, which admits of three distinct divisions, according as
the worshipper performs the same   I with a view to obtain
any special or  particular boon, 2  or with the disinterested
object of assigning all the merit acquired by the performance
thereof,   to  the    deity  himself,  or   as   a matter   of   daily-
practice, by which, he does not gain any  special  merit,  and
the  nonperformance whereof, takes away something from his
former virtues, as a positive failing, and 3  lastly that which
partakes of the nature of the both (i).   The worship of the
five manifestations of the god Vishnu, beginning with incar-
nation of the divine Mafsa,   may  be classed  either under
the  first   or the last   grap;    while  the   worship   of   the
incarnations such  as Bar a ha (the incarnations in the shape
of a Boar),  Nrisinha (incarnation in the shape of a centaur
like being, upper half lion, lower half man) and  Baman  (the
Dwarf incarnation) leads to salvation (2).    In order that you
may attain salvation by the performance thereof, now I shall
take up the subject of the three fold worship of the god
Shalagram, marked with the mystic circle called chakra etc.
of which the   hest  form is  the  disinterested  worship,  or
the worship without any desire or supplication on the part
of the devotee.   The form  which centres  round an image,
and enjoins the  worship  to be performed in a rectangular
diagram, described round the figure of the spherical mystic
lotus   flower*   is to be  looked   upon as comraing  off  as
thf next: while that, which is   done with an  object, occu-
the lowest place  in the scale of merit (3)*    The

